
603 Bright Futures Survey
Frequently Asked Questions

Are these surveys anonymous?
● Yes, the 603 Bright Futures Surveys are completely anonymous. The surveys are being

hosted by Panorama Education, though neither Panorama nor the New Hampshire DOE
will be able to identify specific respondents. Nevertheless, responses will be connected
to specific schools and LEAs in order to facilitate meaningful local insights. Respondents
will also answer demographic background questions, allowing schools, LEAs, and the
state to breakdown results by meaningful categories such as gender, race/ethnicity,
primary learning model, and more.

How valid are the results if the surveys are anonymous? What is the reliability?
● Panorama Education has vast experience supporting school districts representing over

12 million students nationwide. For large survey programs, like in the state of New
Hampshire, anonymous surveys are recommended as the most equitable option for
hearing from the widest array of families. Using direct emails can greatly minimize the
number of families and community members able to access the survey. And while
Panorama can monitor responses for suspicious data (e.g. more response for a given
school than the number of students and families) our experience is that these instances
are extremely rare, and their impact is countered in aggregate data by the higher
response rates facilitated by the anonymous administration approach. In terms of
broader reliability and validity, some of the questions come from Panorama’s
research-back family and staff survey content, which has been validated through
extensive testing and are used widely across the country. Additional content had been
developed in partnership with the American Institute of Research (AIR) and NHDOE.
This content -- which is responsive to the unique experiences of the past year -- is
custom and by its unique nature not validated through field testing or classic survey
methodology.

Who will have access to the results and how will they be used?
● The results will be accessible to the public. The level of information that will be shared

publicly will be decided by the NHDOE team.



How much time should we budget for surveys?
● The survey(s) will take about 15-20 minutes to complete, with approximately 10

additional minutes for families of student receiving special education services.

Are survey responses saved partway through the survey?
● Responses are saved when the blue submit button is selected. Otherwise, respondents

will have to start over if they exit out of the survey window before submitting.

What if someone submitted a survey or a browser crashed before surveys were
completed?

● If the “Thank you” screen did not appear, the respondent should retake the survey.

What devices can surveys be taken on?
● The 603 Bright Futures Surveys can be taken on any device with an internet browser,

including laptops, Chromebooks, tablets, and smartphones.

What if I can’t access the survey with a message saying “Application Blocked”?
● This means that the server is being blocked by your school district right now. Would you

mind reaching out to your technology team to get the site whitelisted? To do this, you
can send them: Panorama Education's Technology Checklist, which all of our districts'
tech teams use to make sure the survey isn't blocked by their servers.

What languages are available for the survey?
● Spanish is offered on the Family and Community surveys. There will be a dropdown in

the top left corner of the survey screen to toggle between English and Spanish.

If you have any other questions, please reach out to support+nhdoe@panoramaed.com

https://academy.panoramaed.com/article/682-preparing-your-schools-technology-for-survey-administration

